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Abstract: In this article we study Boolean algebras in terms of ideals and filters that are used in this duality 
fuzzy logic mainframe systems. 
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FILTERS AND IDEAL 
  
Theorem 1 Let A a pseudo BL-algebra and I  A    ideal.Atunci following statements are 
equivalent one:  
(i) (I,  , ,{1}, } A    Boolean algebra is 
(ii)  Boolean algebra A is finite in relation to the natural order 
Demonstratia: 
(i)  () ii    Let x  A    , Boolean algebra as I shall show that 
(x] 
  (x]=A.   (1) 
But 
 (x] 
  (x]={y  : A y x    (x]  { :( ] ( ] {1}} y A y x x
          (2) 
 So for each  y  A    we 
 ( ] ( ] {1} y x x                 (3) 
and  
() y x y x y y          (4) 
and 
y  (( ) ) y x y y         (5) 
so it follows that  
 
y  () y x y         (6) 
 We therefore 
 () y x y y          (7) 
Boolean algebra A is so and how I  A    result I  IA
   so 0  I  . I
   
I think x 1,..., n xI    with (x 1,..., ;0) n x  I 
  and how y  I    it follows that 
 y  (x 1,..., ;0) 1. n x       (8) 
How is pseudo BL-algebra it follows that 
 (x 11 ,..., ; ) ( nn xx    x 11 ... ) nn xx                (9) 
y(x 1,..., ;0) 1 ( n xy     (x 1 ... ) 0) 1 n x            (10) 
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  y (x 1 ... ) 1 n xy
      (x 1 ... ) 0 n x     x 1 ... n xy     (11) 
it follows that I=(a] where a=x 1 ... . n xI      
(ii)  () i    Suppose  that  A  is  finite  Boolean  algebra  so  that  any  ideal  is  principal. 
It should be noted that if 
D=(a]  , I a A    si D  {1} . DA
          (12) 
D  { : 1, x A y x
      for any y  }. a       (13) 
So for 
y  a    ,a  y
  a  1 a
         (14) 
 and how 
 y  1 a
                 (15) 
 then we 
a  ( ] 1 a
              (16). 
Get 
a  1 0 (0] a D A I
               (17) 
Boolean algebra is. 
 Corollary 2 Let A be a Heyting algebra and x  A    . 
 I think 
 I={y  :( ] ( ] {1}} A y x x            (18) 
Then {I,  , , ,{1}, } A      Boolean algebra is. 
Proof. 
Note that  I  () Irc A    . I think D  I    and 
D 
/ { : } M I D M I       ,D 
/ {1}. D     (19) 
Suppose by reductio ad absurdum that the relationship is not true ie there D 
//  I  so 
D 
/ D   D 
//   
/ D   D 
// / D    si  D/  =  { : ? } M I D M        (19) 
therefore we have two representations of  D/  which is a contradiction. In conclusion 
 D 
/ . DA        (20) 
 Theorem 3 
Be a filter  Psedo BL algebra B own then the following are equivalent: 
(i) F is ultrafilter 
(ii) For each x  \
n BF    we (x 
/)
n     F    
Dem. 
(i)  () ii    Suppose by reductio ad absurdum x 
n F    and how (x 
/)
n     F    it follows that 
0=x 
/ ()
nn xF          (21) 
,deci 0  F  prin urmare F=B ceea ce este contradictie cu ipoteza adica filtrul era propriu. 
So F  B    it follows that B=[F  {    x  }
n   ) which is a system of generators therefore have that 
0=x 1 ...
n  x 
n
n x 
n x 1 ...
n  x 
n
n  (x 
/)
n      (22) 
but 
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x 1 ...
n  x 
n
n F               (23) 
 and F is the filter so we have that (x 
/)
n     F  . 
(ii)  () i   Be another filter F  1   ,x 
n F  1  and so assume the contrary that F is not maximal. 
We have that F  F  1     let (x 
/)
n     1 \ FF     and (x 
/)
n     F    it follows that (x 
/)
n     1 F    
and how x  1
n F    we have that 0=x 
n (x 
/)
n     1 F    ie   1 FB    
 which is inconsistent with the fact that F is proper filter. 
 Lemma 4 Let A be a Hilbert algebra ,F  A   so 
 x,y  A      ( ) . x y F
          (24) 
Then   { : } ( ) s F x A x F D A

          (25) 
Proof.show that ( ) ( ) 0 ( 0) x y x y x y x y
                 (26) 
We have that 
(y ? ) 0 ( 0) ( x x y       (y  ) 0) x    (y  )0 x       (27) 
 (y  ) 0 0 x      (y ? ) 0 x   (y  ) 0. x          (28) 
Reverse inclusion. 
  ( 0) xy   (y )0 x                 (29) 
( ( 0)) xy (y  ) 0 [ ( 0)] 0 ( 0) 0. x y x y x y y                (30) 
 So in conclusion 
( ) ( ) 0 ( 0) . x y x y x y x y
                   (31) 
We have that 1  1 F

   .Let x,y  A    we have that  
x,x  yF

       x 
 ,(x  ) yF

       .            (32) 
So  x  ,
  x  yF

       ( ). s y F y F F D A
  
                 (33) 
 Corollary  5 Fie A o algebra Heyting si x  A   . 
Consider 
 I={y  : [ ) } { :[ ) [ ) {1}} A x y x y A x y x
          .      (34) 
Then {I,  , , ,{1}, } A      Boolean algebra is. 
Proof. Similarly as in the previous corollary. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The problem addressed is current as optimize fuzzy systems applied in intelligent systems. 
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